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To get the confidence, to think about things without the recipe, and carve your own path, and that even
thinking like that is massive growth for you. To see that course of transformation in oneself over the few
months I think is powerful, and I look forward to hopefully emails in the future from other students who like
you say, the further out they get, the more they recognize how valuable this might be to their life. I think it
pushed them to a different level knowing they had to present to these investors. Yeah, yeah. You should really
do this because you believe in this style of learning and that matters more than anything. It evaluates the
current work with the previous one. Alison: In rural America, yeah. Alison: Exactly. The appendices of a
project report should be written in Times New Roman format of font size 10, and it should contain the
information which is appropriate and added to the main text like Embedded C program code, raw data, and so
on. All these activities require appropriate and authentic sources of information and that particular information
must be referenced or cited according to the copyrights and other guidelines. So these teachers guided the
Chinese history learning, but the fact that the students were presenting to an audience that they thought were
authentic, would really know about Chinese history, and would be really listening for what the studentâ€¦that
made all the difference in terms of the depth the students went to. Doris: From basically nothing to something
you couldâ€¦in four weeks is crazy. Alison: Thanks, yeah. Referencing and Appendices The project report
must be considered as a very standard report, and therefore, it should follow all rules, guidelines and protocols
of gathering and presenting information, and implementing that and drawing conclusions out of it. The
Approval page is also a confirmation from the head of the department, guide, and external examiner about
their acceptance of the project. She got this woman to agree to do a couple Skypes with the class. Typical
Format of the Project Report Title page Title page Format All the letters of the title page must be capitalized,
and the title page should not contain page numbers. Similarly, a list of figures and tables helps the reader to
locate diagrams, charts and tables in the document, and therefore, it should be numbered accordingly by
chapter and page number. What that does is it gets them to process what they learned, how they grew, what
mattered most and matters most, and it plants that in their heads. The Recommendations are interlinked with
conclusion. These are the exceptional and very informative guidelines about drafting a project report along
with a very simple, user-friendly project report format for those students who are earnestly seeking project
report format. Alison: Here we are Doris. Alison: What were your thoughts? Doris: Yeah, and this generation,
this generation and the ones to come, they want to work on things that are real, and they want to work on
things that matter. We use mentors in this last part of the class. The entire abstract of a project report should be
written in about to words, and therefore, should not exceed any further. It moves them to a different place
entirely. It must be clear and simple to understand. If you do something where the students go very deep and
hard into solving problems that are real and discovering the crazy exciting challenge that comes from having
to do something under a deadline, that has no recipe with a bunch of otherâ€¦like that is an experience that all
these kids come out of having learned something powerful about themselves, whether they realize it at the
time or not. When you very intentionally follow that loop all the way around with every single part of your
class and your teaching, is you start to discover how vitally important the reflection part is to the learning.
Alison: Oh, for the students, yeah. Yeah, all right.


